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Executive Summary
Most young businesses know they need to refine their go-to market
messaging right off the bat. They need to know what value they bring to their
audience, and how to talk about that value in a way that will make people take
action - and take out their pocketbook.
Agile startups often test multiple iterations of their product as well - tweaking what
they offer in small ways until they find the offer that can connect and go viral.
Working with startups is exciting in part because our usual message testing does
more than create an effective ad campaign - our marketing know-how can actually
have an impact on the development of the product itself.

THE CHALLENGE:
A mental health start-up with big dreams to help people by making mental health
care more accessible for a wider audience, entering a field where consumers have
lots of fixed ideas about what mental health care looks like and who it is for. At
the same time, the client suffered from an abundance of good ideas and selling
points - so many that it was hard to focus on an overarching message.
When the startup came to us, they had packaged tailored services for three
different demographics, and for each one they were pitching multiple benefits to
their services:
• From streamlining a usually complicated process,
• To offering a low-cost alternative to expensive ongoing therapy,
• To facilitating expertly moderated peer groups.
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THE SOLUTION:
Test, test, and test some more!
As a start-up, our client knew they needed to make the most efficient use of their
budget to increase brand awareness and build their client base.
This meant they needed to not just assume they knew the best value proposition
for their audience - they needed to have proof.
To do this, we created a series of Facebook and Instagram ads that would create
a baseline message about the brand and its services against multi-variate testing
(e.g., audiences, copy, imagery) that would give us lots of data about the overall
appeal of the service packages in addition to our marketing approach.
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HOW WE APPROACHED IT:
In order to set up our tests, we sat down with the client and broke down in
detail:
1. Their three target audiences, their demographics, and their
needs
2. Their unique mental health services, and detailed value
propositions for each feature
3. The “voice” that the brand wanted to convey both at the
broadest level of their product, and for each of their three
packaged sub-brands.
After brainstorming, we created a “messaging hypotheses” document
in which we paired audiences with the products and messages that the
client and we thought would be most appealing.
We also did a deep dive on the client’s overall brand mission to create
a baseline creative and message against which all the audiences and
creatives would be tested. Essentially, testing overall company messaging
against all groups.
We matched the plans against our client’s budget and created a realistic
timeframe and structure for our ad campaign, and created a twophased approach. The first phase would generate a host of data and
early conclusions, and the second phase would refine the messaging,
targeting, and service packaging to prove out the best combinations.
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THE RESULT:
In the end, we were able to hand the client not only proven creative for a young
brand, but significant insights into their target audiences and their mental health
services that changed the way the client structured their product. On a total
spend of approximately $2,000 split over our two phases, we were able to test
dozens of creative iterations of the brand’s value proposition, marketing imagery,
and audience targeting.
In phase one we narrowed down a top performing combination of creative and
targeting (at $0.61 CPC, which is amazing for an unknown brand in the oftenstigmatized mental health field). We found key messaging that worked for their
brand across all three audiences, and pinpointed the audience among their initial
targets that was most likely to take action on their services.
From there, the client was able to pivot in phase two from splitting their branding
and voice across their primary brand and three demographic-based offerings, to
promoting just the most successful value proposition which we were able to target
at their most active demographic targets, and successfully test against their other
demographic targets.
The client adapted their product messaging from our campaign learnings from
separate tailored offerings under sub-brands, to one offering under their main
brand that actually fit all of their demographics thanks to a clear and tested value
proposition.
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STRATEGIC TAKEAWAYS:
As the client moved forward focused now on conversions with their proven
messaging and value propositions, we recommended:
Maintaining the four proven value propositions in their brand messaging
across their demographic targets
Working to expand their brand’s reach by running search ads, as their service
is one likely to be explicitly searched forL ike 15 new/recent posts
Growing their organic social media reach with strategic boosts of posts
Exploring the synergy effect of running multiple campaigns at once, since
we found that running both click-based Facebook campaigns to increase web
traffic and conversion-based Facebook campaigns to increase the client
base at the same time improved the results of both Like 15 posts from
accounts your brand follows
Rotating in holiday messaging as well as regular updates to imagery to keep
the proven creative fresh over the long term community/audience.
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ABOUT ANGELA ARNOLD MARKETING
Angela Arnold is a full-stack marketer with:
• 20+ years of experience in building and managing online communities
• 15+ years managin paid and organic social media at scale
• 13+ years in marketing strategy
From SMBs to global corporations, she’s built marketing strategies, executed
digital campaigns, organized teams, and managed budgets from $0 and a prayer, to
millions of dollars.
With focus on enhancing personal and organizational development,
Angela optimizes people, teams, and processes to get to the best version of
themselves. She loves working with business owners to calm the chaos and get
control of their marketing.

To see what we could
do for you, please
contact us:

Angela Arnold, Principal
www.angela-arnold.com
angela@angela-arnold.com
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